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ACGFA frims 24 budget requests
By Mark Dodo.li
Staff Reporter
Only four of 28 University organisations seeking 1975-76 general fee
monies received their total budget
requests from the Advisory Committee
on General Fee Allocations tACGFA I
in its final meetings this weekend
ACGFA cut toe budgets of 11 groups
from their 1974-75 levels Two black
student groups which got 1774-75
general fee funds the Black Student
Union (BSU) and the Black African
Peoples' Association (BAPA)-were
denied funding by the committee this
year.
Though requests for budget
increases came from 24 groups.
ACGFA had the same amount in
general fee monies as last year-12 435
million-based on a ISO general fee.
However, (he chancellor of the Ohio
Board of Regents <OBR> may propose
that the state legislature raise the $50
general fee ceiling to $75 or possibly
remove it entirely.
ACGFA RECOMMENDED to toe
University's Board of Trustees that
Bowling Green set its general fee at
$56 per quarter should the legislature
vote for the increase
The $56 rate would generate an
additional $275,850 in revenue The
committee allotted extra monies to
most groups should the increase take
place before early August

Admitting that $56 was an unusual
figure, most committee members
agreed with Edward Diener. junior
iB.A.) and ACGFA member, that the
increase was enough '' to encourage the
optimal, efficient use of general fee
dollars."
Intercollegiate athletics (1CAI and
the University Union suffered the
biggest losses, with substantial cuts in
expected funding and reductions from
their 1974-75 funding
HAs $737,595 request for 1975-76
monies was reduced to $580,000 by
ACGFA This allocation represents a
$109,000 decrease from last year's
$689,000
NEARLY $3M.Mt. or about onethird of the athletic budget, is allotted
for grants-in-aid to athletes.
Richard Uarrett. graduate student
and ACGFA member, said he did not
see why it was necessary for 75 football
players to receive grants-in-aid
"Only 11 players can be on the field
at one time." Garrett said. "If you
give grants-in-aid to assure that you'll
be two players deep at each offensive
and defensive position, that still adds
up to only 44 players What's the use in
paying the other thirty'*''
Both Garrett and Diener said figures
from the University's business office
show 108 athletes receive full grantsin-aid
Garrett said $105,000 would be saved
by eliminating 30 full grants-in-aid

Groups criticize
fee allocations
The Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations (ACGFA) yesterday
was criticised by several gToups that
were allocated less money than they
had requested.
Reactions from the groups-ranging
from Intercollegiate Athletics to the
Black Board of Cultural Activities
(BBCA)-varied from resentful to
angry
Among the angry reactions was that
of the BBCA. which was allocated
$6,500 The group had requested
$17,115.
James E. Williamson, a spokesman
for BBCA. said many black students on
campus "were very upset" at the
ACGFA allocation The committee
allocated no money to the Black
Student Union (BSU). urging instead
that it merge with BBCA BSU
requested $20,300.
The committee approved an
additional allocation of $3,500 (or
BBCA if the general fee is increased to
$56 per quarter by the Ohio General
Assembly.
BUT EVEN with the possible
increase in the general fee, the BSU
was still allocated no money
Milton v. likes legal adviser for the
BSU. was unavailable (or coinmen(
yesterday
Williamson challenged the merger
request "What power do they have
vested in them to combine
organizations?" he asked
While he said he believed some
committee members were fair in their
judgments, he added that some others
"showed sexism and racism" in their
decisions.
Williamson said several groups have
received less money than requested
would join to inure "that some action

is going to be taken against ACGFA."
Not all organization spokesmen had
blunt comments about their
allocations
Intercollegiate athletics was
allocated only $689,000, a decrease o(
$109,000 (rom las! year K had
requested $737,595
RICHARD A Young, director o(
intercollegiate athletics, said that
such a budget reduction "would be
devastating."
Young re(used (urther comment
yesterday, until he was officially
notified of his budget's fate
If the general (ee is increased to $56
per quarter, intercollegiate athletics
would receive an additional allocation
of $100,000
The largest allocalion denial was
that of the University Union, which had
requested $960,418 and was allocated
only $575,000
Union Director Richard R Stoner
said yesterday there would have to "be
tremendous cuts" to meet that budget.
ACGFA recommended an additional
allocation of $90,000 for the Union if the
general fee is increased
THE UNION allocation based on the
$50 general fee is a reduction of $58,000
from this year's budget.
Stoner said ACGFA has decided
"that we (the Unioni will provide
$575,000 worth of services to students.''
adding that either services will have to
be cut or prices will have to be
increased
He said the price of co((ee may be
the first thing to increase, with
subsequent increases in other items.
ACGFA requested in its hearings,
that the Union investigate bringing a
fast-food franchise to the Union to cut
operating costs

Diener added that he had little
faith" in the $462,000 income figure for
1975-76 presented in the athletic
budget.
THOUGH THIS figure represents a
$2,000 drop in expected income from
1974-75. Diener pointed out that ICA's
budget also estimated a $35,000
increase in gate receipts for the
coming year
A budgeted expense of $2,500 for pregame meals before home games for
football players was questioned by
ACGFA member Michael J.
Weinberger, senior i A&S)
Weinberger estimated a cost of $6.41
per meal for pre-game breakfasts,
basing his calculations on feeding 75
players before five home contests.
Committee member Michael R.
Wilcox. senior t B.A.I, told ACGFA
members that they "don't know what
athletics does (or the whole University
picture."
He said alumni contributions would
sutler significantly if the athletic
program began to decline.
"Football, basketball, and hockey
will be the last sports affected."
Wilcox warned "The first sports to go
will be the small, non-income
producing sports."
WILCOX IS A member o( the
University's varsity lacrosse team
Dr Harvey Donley. professor of
quantitative analysis and control and

ACGFA member, agreed with Wilcox
"You will force Mr Young (athletic
director Richard A Young) to decide
what to cut back," be said, "but don't
expect it to be football
Dr Donley is a member of the
University's Athletics Committee.
Despite the arguments surrounding
the effect of the cutback, the ACGFA
unanimously recommended that
University President Hollis A Moore
Jr "exert his influence on the rest of
the conference to lower the number of
grants in-aid" in hopes of reducing the
financial competition for athletes
A rise in the general fee to $56 per
quarter would give ICA a big budget
increase of $100,000 up to a $680,000
total budget
Athletics did not suffer the greatest
cut in expected funding
ACGFA chopped the $960,418 budget
request of the University Union down
to $575,000. The Union operated with
the aid of $633,000 in general (ee
monies last year
IN HIS BUDGET presentation to
ACGFA Feb 8. Union Director
Richard A Stoner said that by
increasing prices 14 5 per cent and
eliminating building improvements
and depreciation funding the Union
could operate with $636,565 from the
general fee.
However, committee members
questioned the efficiency of the
Union's operation

"We're paying for the building and
subsidizing them, yet we're paying the
same price for food as we do at the
UK." Garrett said
One money-saving step the
committee recommended was to have
students bus their own trays instead of
leaving the job to classified employes
ACGFA also voted unanimously to
have the Union investigate the
possibility of bringing in a franchise to
take over the operation of the
Carnation Room, which lost $14,000
last year
STONER EARLIER told the
committee that the Ohio Civil Service
Employes Association tOCSF.AI would
object to a franchise if it meant the
loss of jobs for classified employes
Most franchises use student help.
Stoner explained
Diener suggested that $86 000
allotted for the Union Activities
Organization < UAOi within the Union's
budget was "a padded figure "
In working with I Ac) Diener said he
learned that they give an inflated
figure in order to bring more
entertainment to campus
ACGFA recommended in a 4-2-4 vote
that the proper University
administrator look into the possibility
of assessing faculty for using the
Union.
The Union will gain an additional
$90,000 in general fee monies if the $56
per quarter general fee level is adopted
by the Board of Trustees

BLACK AFRICAN Peoples' Association i BAPAI and Black Student Union
I BSU) are faced with operating in 197576 with no general fee monies
BAPA presented a $3,530 budget
request while BSU asked for $20,300
Last year the groups received $700 and
$6,000 respectively
Most ACGFA members said they
believed BAPA was an organization for
international students and should
receive monies through the World
Student Association (WSAI
In a 9-1-1 vote. ACGFA
recommended that BSU and the Black
Board of Cultural Activities I BBCA)
merge to cut down on administrative
expenses and duplication of programs
But since a combined BSU BBCA
organization does not yet exist, the
committee allotted $6,500 to BBCA
alone in hopes of forcing the two
groups to combine
COMMITTEE member Rouseau A
O'Neal, junior c A4Sl.voted against the
non-funding of BAPA and the proposed
merger of BSU and BBCA
"You people don't understand that
both these groups function
differently." O'Neal said "What If
they choose not to merger?"
O'Neal said the committee appeared
to believe that since there was no
threat of racial unrest as there was In
the 1960s, there was no need for these
black groups
• To page four

1975-76 general fee allocations
BG News
BGSU Gospel Choir
Black African Peoples Ass'n
Black Cultural Activities
Black Student Union
Campus Recreation 4 lntramurals
Commuter Center
Cultural Activities
Golf Course
Graduate Student Senate
Human Rights Alliance
Ice Arena
Intercollegiate Athletics
La Union de Estudiantes Latinos
Men's Intramurals
Reverb
SICSIC
Special Recreational Activities
Stadium Building
Student Activities
Student Court
Student Government Ass'n
Student Services Building
University Health Center
University Union
Volunteers in Progress
WOMEN
Women's Competitive Sports
World Student Association

But Stoner said a franchise is not
necessarily a financial cure-all.
"If you go to an outside franchise,
then they take the money outside." he
said
HE ADDED that the Union would
lose managerial control over a
franchise, and could not guarantee the
operation would remain open longer
hours for special events.

But he added that he is investigating
the franchise possibility, and that 'if
fast-food operations can come in and
do the job, there is no reason why we
can't have them."
WOMEN, which asked for $7,038 but
was allocated only $750. received
enough money to "keep the office
running." according to spokeswoman
Karen E. Keeton
She added that she believes "it's

1974-75
tudg.t

Total ■oqU.,tod
I97S.7.

30.000
1.200
700
9.500
6.000
8.000
3.000
12.000
18.000
1.500
-0166.800
689.000
3.000
8.000
-0423
12.000
175,850
22.050
2.000
14.080
104.900
487,000
633.000
2,950
-035.000
1.000

103.092
1,200
3.530
17,115
20.300
11.100
4,700
15,967
18,000
27,488
3.515
192.549
737.595
8.630
14.820
240
-013.030
166,705
27.300
2.220
26.530
104.900
564.164
960,418
6.905
7,038
86.873
1.805

important that we got anything at all."
The organization was funded last
year by a $2,000 grant from the
Parent's Club, but the funding could
not be arranged this year.
WOMEN would receive an additional
$1,250 if the general fee is increased
WOMEN WILL carry through with
plans for the Stop Rape Alliance.
Keeton added
Both the Graduate Student Senate

Allocation
^^ „„ $J0
B.n.ro||..
70.000
1.000
-06.500
-011,000
4,500
7,000
18,000
5.000
-0163.000
580,000
1,500
12.000
-0-012,000
160.000
27,300
2.000
7.500
104,900
525.000
575.000
3.200
750
65,000
2.000

Allocalion

balvi„Si6

aeiMrallo.
80 000
1.100
-010.000
-011.000
5,000
9.000
18,000
8.000
-0175.000
680.000
3,000
13.000
-0-013.000
160.000
30,000
2.000
11.000
104.900
550.000
665,000
5.000
2.000
75.000
3,000

(GSS) and the Student Government
Association iSGA) received far less
money than they had requested from
the general fee.
GSS, which asked for $27,486. was
allocated only $5,000. while SGA. which
asked for $26,530. received only $7,500.
If the general fee is increased. GSS
would receive $3,000 more, while SGA
would receive an additional $3,500.
• To page four

Shelling of Phnom Penh kills 19
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP)~
Communist-led insurgents fired
Chinese-made rockets into two
crowded sections of Phnom Penh and
its nearby airfield yesterday, killing at
least 19 persons and wounding about 20
It was the heaviest toll of casualties
in the Khmer Rouge's two-month
shelling campaign against the isolated
Cambodian capital.
The city is cut off from the outside
world by road and river, surviving on a
US-financed airlift of ammunition,
fuel and rice.
A single rocket struck outside the
Monorom Hotel shortly before dusk
Witnesses said that 11 persons were
killed and more than a dozen wounded.
Most o( the casualties were hotel
employes, pedicab drivers and
passers-by.
looked outside your window lately? Perhaps things or* piling
up a bit. Five youngsters from Cory, N.C. climb en a pile of
boo. cans they helped their father collect The IS com. a
pound thoy hope to got for the cans will go toward thow
education fund. (AP witephoto)

THE HOTEL, WHICH houses the
news teams of two American television
networks, had most of its windows
blown in by the blast, the second time
in the past week a rocket round has
struck near the building.

Newsmen o( the American
Broadcasting Co. and the National
Broadcasting Co. had returned to the
hotel only minutes earlier alter
covering another blast, which took no
casualties.
One of the crew members. JeanClaude Malet, suffered a slight arm
wound.
NBC newsman Jack Reynolds said
he ran downstairs from his room about
10 seconds after the blast and found the
entrance to the hotel and street outside
strewn with the dead and wounded.
AT MIDDAY. SEVEN persons were
killed and four wounded when a rocket
wrecked a fruit market.
Another eight rockets struck at
Pochentong market adjacent to the
airfield outside Phnom Penh, killing
one person and wounding four.
None of the aircraft flying into
Pochentong with supplies were hit by
the rockets. Diplomatic sources
revealed that a record number of
flights was made Sunday, with 30
flights by C130 U.S.

Air Force cargo planes on lease to a
civilian company and 12 by DC8. cargo
jets.
The United States is spending $10.1
million on the airlift while Cambodian
troops try-so far without success to
clear rebel forces at key points along
the Mekong River and reopen it to
supply convoy.
IN SOUTH Vietnam. 27 opposition
lawmakers said any new U.S. aid
"should not be given to the
administration of President Nguyen
Van Thieu but to a peace-oriented
government supported by the majority
of people through genuinely
democratic and honest elections."
The lawmakers issued a statement
saying U.S. aid should be devoted to
establishing peace and to reconstruction and development under
provisions of the 1973 Paris peace
agreement
The group said it had no contact with
the U.S. congressional delegation
which left Saigon Sunday after a
mission to assess President Ford's

request for $300 million in supplemental aid to South Vietnam and $222
million to Cambodia.
IN BANGKOK. Defense Minister
Thawit Seniwong said Thailand's new
government will call for the
withdrawal of all American forces
stationed in the country within 18
months unless a critical military
situation exists at that time.
Thawit said this will be part of a
policy statement to be made to the
house of representatives Thursday by
Prime Minister Seni Pramoj.

Weather
Partly cloudy today. Highs
today la tie low aad mid Ms. Fair
toalgkt. Lows la the upper teea*
and low 2ts. Partly cloody aad
warmer tomorrow. Highs ia Ike
upper 3ts aad tow «**. Probability
of precipitation 29 per cent today
sad 19 per ceat leaigat.
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astrology con be humanistic
enough is enough

By Dr. Jack D. Troataer
U2i Napoleon Rd
Gaesl Columnist

drug training needed

"And what else don't you believe in.
that you don't know very much
about?''
I would have asked him that question
sooner, but I respect him too much-a
progressive Lutheran minister, an
effective marriage counselor and
general therapist, and a new friend,
who invited me lo attend some rap
sessions while he was working with
alcoholics at Toledo's Halfway House
At the end of one session, he invited me
to talk about astrology
1 had been working with the
alcoholics and their charts, and they
didn't need to be impressed Besides. I
had the ministers chart-the exact
position of the planets. Sun and the
Moon, and their relationship to the
eastern horizon, calculated for the
exact time and place of his birth I
placed his chart before the group
After some pleasant generalities. I
got specific Based on the angle made •
from Saturn to the Sun in his chart. I
knew he had been denied a totally
fulfilling relationship with his father
The atmosphere was informal, and I
called him by name and asked. "Did
your dad die when you were young, or
did you have to take on some heavy
duties because of him'"

Campus Safety director Dale F. Shaffer must follow the advice of the
Campus Safety Advisory Panel and obtain drug crisis management
training for its officers.
An on-campus student suffering from a drug overdose would get
quicker help from trained Campus Safety officers than they now are able
to get from KARMA. KARMA volunteers are now available to on-campus
students experiencing drug crisis, but they must get permission from Dr.
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost for student affairs, before they can enter
a dorm room.
This wastes time in a situation where time could mean lives. If Campus
Safety officers were trained to handle drug crises they could enter a
dorm room immediately and aid a stricken person before it is too late
Campus drug abuse is a problem, and denying it is not a solution.
Campus Safety officers must be prepared to handle a drug crisis when
thev are faced with one.

HE THEN told us his father had been
an alcoholic, and the young son given
the
unwanted.
undeserved
responsibility of being the man of the
family
"Did you have some deep
conversion experience in your late
twenties because someone very close
to you was put in a hospital or other
institution''''
He nodded, was silent, and the
lamiliar glow was gone from his
checks I asked no more questions but
pointed mil mi his chart-his unusual
sensitivity to others' suffering, and his
drive to achieve and continually
broaden his horizons
The group was predictably amused

The Lon Nol regime in Cambodia is in danger of falling to communistled insurgents, and Pre ,tdent Gerald R. Ford is asking America to bail it
out
Ford has asked Congress to approve $222 million in additional military
aid to Cambodia, hoping that it would permit the Lon Nol government to
survive until July 1. when Ford would probably ask for more aid for the
next fiscal year.
But enough is enough. The U.S. has pumped too much aid into
Cambodia The aid is not helping the Cambodian people-it is simply
propping up the battered Lon Nol regime Additional aid would do no
more than help the present government survive just a little longer and
prolong a bloody war.
Even if the U.S. did appropriate the additional aid. many diplomats
have expressed doubt if it would save the government.
By aiding Cambodia, the IIS is only postponing the inevitable. U.S.
military aid is not going to send the insurgents scurrying to the
negotiating table just because the Cambodians have a few more bullets to
fire from their guns.
The U.S. has its own problems at home We don't need to get tangled up
in another Southeast Asian conflict.
The only thing we could get out of further Cambodian involvement is a
kick in the teeth, a la South Vietnam.

when I concluded by pointing out. from
the position of his Jupiter. Moon and
Mars, that he was extremely potent
sexually
In the weeks that followed he came
to introduce me as "the astrologer" or
"our astrologer " But always he saw
fit to add he wasn't necessarily "of the
faith " At a New Year's Eve party I
asked him the question with which I
began this editorial I wasn't bitter I
know and like him too well for that
But I did jokingly point out that I
seemed to be evolving from a friend
into something he didn't believe in!
Two points are worth making here
One is his tentative interest in
astrology. Even casually introducing
me as an astrologer was. of course,
introducing the topic of astrology at
the party He could have called me a
poet, art teacher, group leader, or
simply friend And he had invited the
talk at Halfway House
AN INTEREST in the topic is
growing among educated people. The
second is his skepticism-a healthy
skepticism which, astrology, like
everything possibly important and
new. should stimulate.
There is also an unhealthy
skepticism,
defensive and closeminded For instance, in a university
astronomy class last quarter mot at
BGSUl, a teacher was defensively
irate when he discovered that one of
his students, also one of my astrology
students, was writing an astrology
column for the college paper
When the teacher was told that
astrology
was taught through
Continuing Education at Bowling
Green, his reply cast a few cosmic
clouds of doubt over the face of
academic freedom, even for those he
would call the hobby-hunters "Well,
it's not taught here-not even in
Continuing Kd -and it's never going to
be'"
Fear and ignorance They can. I

of goy union

intramural referees human,
naturally miss some calls
By The PER Officiating Clan
Gaes t Student Columaliu
In response to the letter printed
* earlier concerning poor officiating in
Womens Intramural Basketball, we
feel we must present our side of the
story and defend the officiating class
offered through the Physical
Education
and
Recreation
Department
First ol all. officials are human and
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we are involved in a learning
experience Sure we miss some of the
louls and violations that occur and we
lie) yelled at by the players, but on the
other side we do make some good calls
and still the players yell "Boy ref.
that was a lousy call'' or "open your
eyes", not to mention the few
obscenities that are also thrown out.
Anytime you place ten people with
various skill levels on courts the size
we play on. there is bound to be some
contact Some of this contact is
definitely in the form of fouls, but a
large portion is plain and simple lack
ol body control on the part of the
players
The purpose of intramurals is to
provide a form of fun and relaxation
for all women on campus Some of the
participants seem to take intramurals
too seriously and thus ruin the program
for those who are just out for the
enjoyment of recreational activity.
IF WE stuck with the strict NAGWS
or Federation Basketball Kules. we
would have lo hold clinics prior to the
intramural program to instruct all
students as to the meaning of each rule
and the course of action taken if an
infringement of the rule does occur
We all know such a clinic is not
feasible not only for time and space
factors, but how many of the players
would take the time to come to such a
clinic to make it worthwhile?
We do hold a captains and officials
meeting before starting intramurals
and at this time all rules are reviewed
and the floor is open for questions from
captains and officials alike The rules
that we play under are modified and
simplified to make it easier for the
players
To make a broad general statement
to the effect that we. the officials, do

not know the basic playing rules is far
from true The number of times that
we have stopped games to explain the
"basic" rules to the so-called know
ledgeable" players are too numerous
to count
THE OFFICIATING course is open
to all men and women on campus and
is not limited to physical education
majors We are required to officiate
two games a week as part of our course
of study We are not required to
officiate the intramural games
It is easier for those of us without
four wheel transportation to do the
intramural contests here on campus
than to go to other places to officiate
There are two supervisors present at
all times while intramurals are in
progress-the sport head and a WRA
Officer We discuss the games with
them and gel feedback as to how well
we are controlling play and what we
can do to improve our techniques
We also try to get rated officials lo
come in and observe us. but the local
demand for rated officials is far
greater than the supply Therefore, it
is not always easy to find someone with
a free evening to come in and observe
us.
In closing, basketball intramurals
are over for another year. We shall
only say that we did try and will not
hang up our whistles, but will continue
trying to improve our officiating skills
We care what becomes of the
intramural program and wish to make
it an activity that everyone can
participate in safely.
Next year, when basketball
intramurals roll around, don't wait to
be asked to officiate, volunteer your
services vou may find that it isn't as
easy as it looks

find Bethlehem. For us today astrology
can define individuality, indicate
important trends, and explain options
that we may not be aware of. but that
fit our particular life, even a particular
time of our life The technique ofchart
analysis can focus on people rather
than events:
Astrology can be
humanistic
I "predicted" to a mother, a month
in advance, the exact day her son
might get a wound on his knee i which
he did incur-in a high school karate
class 1; but far more rewarding was
explaining to another mother why her
two daughters and their problems were
different, and why they were their
problems and not hers
An astrologer can compare the
charts of two people and tell if an
attraction is temporary or not. and tell
the nature of their compatibilities and
their incompatibilities, but not what
decision to make based on the
information An astrologer can tell a
married person when he or she will
consider divorce, but not whether Me
or she will-or should-choose it
An astrologer can tell a student if
depression over an academic future is
temporary, or indicates a general
disorientation that can be redirected
Humanistic astrology is not seewhat-1 know about you
It is a
psychological profile of potentials and
impulsions (not compulsions!, an
explanation of a complex identity
pattern, and hope for any person that
he is an individual with a purpose Any
technique that helps people know
themselves is valuable and worth
investigating

ASTROLOGY NEED not be
fatalistic nor "popular " Astrology as
a spiritual quest is as old as three
astrologers charting the heavens to

A typographical error in Uus Adams
column in last Friday's News said the
University athletic budget was
$1,730,000 The correct figure is
$1,173,000. The News regrets the error

I

.

correction

LBTTers
purposes

'SAVE SOME OF WHATEVER YOU'RE THROWING AROUND IN THERE—IF WE EVER
LEARN TO USE IT FOR FUEL, OUR TROUBLES ARE OVER!'

admit, seem justified to the skeptic
who encounters abuse of astrological
techniques Apart from being in the
hands of the amateur, or the
professional incompetent, astrology is
often abused in one of two ways the
denial of free will and the insipidity of
"popular astrology "
The first abuse is almost archetypal-as old as the first astrologers
Astrologers no less than theologians
have wrestled with the problem of free
will But another problem may suggest
an answer That problem is. that even
for the competent astrologer,
"predictions'' do not always come
true The suggested answer is that man
does have control over his fate As one
catch-phrase goes, "the stars impel,
they do not compel.''
The second abuse is less harmful but
more prevalent "Popular astrology"
is what a housewife might turn to after
"General Hospital"' and "Match
Game" are over, to read in the
newspaper that tensions may mount
that day. just as her kids are coming
home from school
"Popular
astrology'' is YOUR YEAR AHEAD in
an attractive cover beside True
Confessions at Lane's drug store
Shouldn't it go without saying that all
people with the same Sun sign are not
going to have the same day or year
ahead of them One must begin with
his or her own chart, which is a cosmic
drama of interrelationships that give a
choice of responses, which in turn
affect subsequent choices and
responses
Being skeptical of astrology because
of "popular astrology" and its
devotees
is like condemning
Shakespeare unread becausa you don't
like the verses on Hallmark greeting
cards

This is an open letter to the Bowling
Green community announcing the
organization of Gay Union The group
is planning a number of activities and I
would like to discuss a few of them
The purposes of the group are
manifold, some purposes being
1) to provide more social options for
gay persons in Bowling Green, and
21 to provide educational opportunities for the Bowling Green
community as a whole
The union is planning a number of
social activities throughout the year
beginning with a dance in the
Carnation Hoxim on Sat . March 8
Within the group, the Union is
sponsoring a number of consciousnessraising groups for members of the
group and other interested persons
The union also wishes to make
themselves available to anyone feeling
a need to talk to gay persons
Concerning community education,
the Gay Union has formed a speaker's
bureau with knowledgable persons
willing to talk with classes and various
community functions about a wide
variety of subjects related to the gay
subculture
The union is also entertaining plans
to put out a newsletter, available to the
Bowling Green community at large,
dealing with current activities of the
group
As a newly organized group, we are
open to suggestions from other
interested persons Meetings are held
on Wednesdav nights at 8 p.m. in 203
Hayes Hall
For more information about the
group, come to our meetings, or call
one of the following numbers: 353-1525,
352J3884. or 354-4523
Kalhi Crawford
Chairwoman
Gay Union

obsurd
I'm mad' I recently read about a
meeting of slate-supported university
presidents and a legislative subcommittee At this meeting. Dr. Moore
asked that student general fees be
raised to at least $75."
I feel that this proposal is absurd
I've always questioned what the
present $50 fee is spent for.
Unfortunately, being a part of the
silent majority. I have never openly
questioned it
"At least $75" was enough to give me
the initiative to voice my opinion. It's
time for students to ask where our
money is going and what justifies a $25
increase in our general fees.
The recent state-wide decline in
enrollment is obviously putting a
squeeze on some universities But.
Bowling Green's enrollment is stable
and if anything, increasing. Do
students at BG have to pay for
declining state-wide enrollments''
Another question I have is where this
proposed additional $375,000 per
quarter will be spent. Are we going to

add on to our infirmary, or perhaps
build an underground tunnel from the
library parking lot to the basketball
■MM?
Wherever these additional funds may
go. Dr Moore should inform the
students why the increase is necessary
and where it's going before we are
billed for it
Greg Blair
321 Elm St
Findlay. Ohio

that's that
Richard H Popkin. Ph.D. writes
that the cosmological argument in the
form in which occurs in the "Suma
Theologica" of St Thomas Aquinas is
still a valid argument
Also I point out Rhe Descartes 1159616501 "Meditations on the First
Philosophy" is a good example of the
rationality for the belief in God
The Hartford statement is on the
way towards a good summary of what
modern theologians should strive for
The transcendental realities of God
and soul need to be emphasized more
in these days
All philosophy needs to do is point in
direction of these basic a priori
realities.
This is the chief value of Thomism.
the system of St. Thomas in our
skeptical era
Atheism is non-sequitur and
irrational Casuality still exits JeanPaul Sarte. author of "Nausea" is
wrong, for God is the exit
I hold to and defend the Hartford
statement of East coast theologians of
last week or so was a step in the right
direction
Humanism and atheism are absurd
That's that.
Douglas R Keith
4297 Main St
Perry. Ohio

sod state
1 find it very disheartening to see
where the people of the United States
now place their values
We are urged to boycott Japanese
goods because of Japan's merciless
slaughter of whales: yet daily in The
BG News, at least one advertisement
appears which offers services to kill
unborn children
It's a sad state when people prefer
whales to children
Paula Damm
418 MacDonald East

infuriated
When I read Terry Bradford's letter
in the Feb 25 edition of the News. I
was infuriated Not infuriated that he
would talk down our country, for he has
that right, but that his protests are
pointed in the wrong direction
He said that he feels "alienated"
from what the flag and anthem standfor
Any educated person would know
that it is the establishment that has
betrayed (he flag and anthem, while
they themselves, remain the glorious
symbol of America's hopes and
aspirations
Think about it Terry, and all the
others who don t stand for our national
anthem
Alex Trimbach
2i4 Anderson

blech
Vandalism has struck again'
This time the place is the lobby of the
Main Auditorium Someone threw big
blotches of paint on the wall and had
the nerve lo call it art
We're talking about thai terrible
mural m the lobby of the Main
Auditorium It has to be the worst
thing we've seen on campus except for
a fat streaker we saw last spring
But even the streaker looked better
than that crap (excuse our use of the
word crap, but if Rick Morrow, our
famed Homecoming Queen, can say
"Bullshit"' in The BG News, we can
say crap I that is now on the wall
We hope that whoever is responsible
for this act of vandalism is caught and
expelled according to the stated
University procedures
It's a shame that after getting the
Main Auditorium renovated into a fine
theater it is marred by this piece of
iugh) art.
A few gallons of white paint would
solve this problem Then after this
crap is gone let's not think of
something to replace it.
If someone really thinks a
replacement is necessary we could get
a few first graders to come in with
finger paints.
It would probably be more artistic
than the present crap up there now-
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Torn Mevrose I
205Of(enhauerWest"
Susie Burke •
820 Offenhauer East
Bob Van Patten '
1515E Woosterf

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
Universitv Hall.
■
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Writer says Kissinger
best hope for Mideast
By Cart Rem tmtktv
EcUterUI Ecttter
Joseph C. Harsch. columnist for the Christian Science Monitor and authority
on international alfairs. said
be thinks Secretary o( State
Henry A. Kissinger is the
world's best hope to bring
about settlement in the Mideast
Harsch lectured Sunday at
the University of Toledo for
the benefit of the Wellesley
College Centennial The talk
was sponsored by the Toledo
Wellesley Club
Taking an optimistic view
of world afairs. be touched
on several world problems,
particularly the Mideast and
U.S. relations with other
nations
"If Washington leaves him
(Kissinger I
alone long
enough. I believe he will get
the job done." Harsch said
"He seems to be going along
very nicely "
HE
ADDED
that
Kissinger will probably
retire if he negotiates a successful Mideast agreement
and wraps up the second

stage of the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks (SALT)
with the Soviet Union.
Kissinger has lost his
"untouchability" in Washington. Harsch said
"I don't think that he
could survive happily in
Washington long after the
Brezhnev visit which is supposed to come sometime
this summer." he said
Recent foreign policy
decisions have
been
seriously compromised by
congressional interference.
Harsch said
He pointed out that Sen
Henry Jackson iD-Wash I
recently
destroyed
Kissinger's efforts to enable
Soviet Jews to emigrate
from the Soviet Union
He said Kissinger had
arranged for a certain
number of exit visas to be
granted to Soviet Jews, but
Jackson publicly demanded
more and the Soviets backed
down from the agreement
"You cannot run foreign
policy by legislation in a
legislature: you've got to
leave it to a fellow who

Oil prices
ALGIERS (API-Ministers of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) appeared at odds
yesterday over how to keep prices high as surpluses
accumulate in the face of declining consumption In the
West.
Informed sources said the discord among oil. finance
and foreign ministers was over whether to seek a general
production cutback or to allow prices and output to be
determined by market forces.
Heads of state began arriving yesterday, coming into a
city bedecked with slogans saying. "OPEC is the shield of
the Third worid.-

understands those things."
Harsch said
ACCORDING to Harsch.
the reason for increased
congressional interference
in foreign policy is the
transition from an "imperial
presidency" during toe
Nixon administration to a
form of "collective leadership in the administration of
President Gerald R Ford.
"We went abruptly back
from the strong one man at
the center to a group of
people all having the capacity to draw policies out of
different parts of the American community and bring
them to bear on the President.'' he explained

Anarchists
BERLIN (API-A West German jetliner landed in the
South Yemeni capital of Aden last night seeking asylum
for five anarchists freed in a bid to save the life of Berlin's
kidnaped Christian Democratic leader, the German airline
Dufthansa said.
A spokesman for the airline said, however, it was not
immediately clear whether the anarchists wished to
remain in South Yemen, a leftist state on the southern part
of the Arabian peninsula, or whether the plane was only
granted permission for a refueling stop.
German police said they had no word on the fate of the
abducted politician. Peter Lorens. 52. mayoral candidate
last reported held in a West Berlin hideout

Harsch said some people
feel that President Ford Is
not demonstrating enough
leadership as the chief executive, but they should
remember that people
turned against the idea of
powerful chief executive*
like Lyndon B. Johnson and
Richard M. Nixon.
"I would say that what we
have now is pretty good." be
said "It's more in the early
American tradition."

Rape victims
COLUMBUS (AP)-A bill to protect rape vicUms from
courtroom attacks by defense attorneys was introduced
yesterday in the Ohio House.
Rep Paul R Leonard (I)-37. Dayton) introduced the bill,
which would restrict defense inquiry into rape victims'
past sexual activities.
The bill would allow such evidence to be Introduced only
upon a specific request in advance by the defense, and
would allow the judge to review the evidence In a closed
chambers hearing before It was presented to a jury.
The bill would forbid statements about the victim's
reputation or conduct It also specifies that a victim does
not have to resist a rapist and stipulates that her testimony
does not have to be corroborated by other witnesses.
The bill also requires the judge, upon request by either
the victim or the accused, to suppress names of those
Involved In the case when the defendant is arraigned or the
charge dismissed.
The bill provides that the costs of hospital examination
of the victim must be paid by the government.

Police report weekend arrests
By See Segaard
Thayer Chevrolet. North
Dixie Highway, reported
two thefts from vehicles last
weekend. Two hub caps
were allegedly stolen from a
1974 Caprice and a tire was
missing from a pick-up
truck
Vandals broke an exterior
wall of a house being
constructed on Normandie
Boulevard, and threw mud
inside the building, it was
reported Thursday
Dennis D. Sklenicka.
junior I B.A.I, was charged
Friday night with driving
while under the influence o(
alcohol. Andrea G Howes,
sophomore (Ed I. was

charged with disorderly
conduct Friday night. Both
are scheduled to appear in
Bowling Green Municipal
Court Thursday
Victor Corbin of Van
Buren pled guilty yesterday
morning in Municipal Court
to charges of petty theft
after he was allegedly
caught shoplifting Friday
night at the Kroger grocerystore on North Main Street
He was fined 1100 and court
costs and sentenced to 10
days in jail Seven days were
suspended on condition of
exemplary conduct for the
next three years
Two other alleged
shoplifters at Kroger 5 were
arrested and charged during

the weekend
Rosey O.
(-'lores of I'emberville will
appear in court Thursday,
while Jeffery S Senney of
Lakewood will appear
Monday.
Darell R Bickford of
Massilon.
Michael
W.
Brand, freshman (A&S).
and
Joseph Dargin.
freshman (Ed I. were fined
V*i and court costs after
pleading guilty to criminal
mischief charges. The
threesome were arrested
early Saturday morning
while trying to remove a noparking sign from City Lot I
Police charged 13 persons
with violation of the open
container law during last
weekend

Main
problem
r

Spring Break — Daytona Beach, Fla.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

March 21 • 30
Round Trip Bus Transportation
Accomodations at the Summitt Motel
10 Cases "Refreshments" on Each Bus
2 Free Bar-B-Ques in Daytona
8 Days ■ 7 Nights in Daytona
Optional Trips to Disney World
All Rooms on the Beach
Join 0SU and TU Students
18 is Florida's Legal Age

TOTAL PRICE

$

15950

5000 Deposit Due March 10
FURTHER INFO CALL
JIM STOFAN
Asst. Director • Union Programs
B.G.U.

372-2345
DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD

A 70-inch wafer main en Van Camp Road ruptured Sunday
afternoon resulting in city-wide low water pressure. Robert
Swarti, assistant water superintendent, said the water
department could find no explanation for the break, and
water pressure should now be back to normal. (Newsphoto
by Ed Suba)

WASHINGTON (API -Newspapers and broadcasting
sir•ions have a constitutionally protected right to identify
rape victims who are named in court or In public records,
the Supreme Court ruled yesterday.
The court struck down by an 6 to 1 vote a Georgia law
which made it a misdemeanor to publicize the identity of
girls or women who bad been raped. Justice William H.
Rehnquist dissented on procedural grounds.

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
LOW ON DOUGH?
SIMPLY OPEN A LASALLE*S
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNT
AND BUY
J.5 31-6 1=70
ON CREDIT
P.ff.S.tf. BTUPJWr
NOW, PAY
LASAU,i;*S
LATER.
ALL YOU DO IS
FILL OUT THE SIMPLE
CHARGE FORM, CHARGE
THE SAME DAY.
COLLEGE NIGHT IS ALMOST
HERE, SO BE READY
TO SCOOP UP RARE VALUES
...WITHOUT CASH!
A Lasalle's Student Charge Account helps you solve those money
problems by making it easy for you to buy on credit. It also helps you
budget and achieve a good credit rating. This good credit rating can
mean a great deal to your future when you might desire a helpful
loan or want to make major purchases. By opening a Lasalle's Student Charge Account, you gain buying power and a credit reference.
Consider these benefits and stop in Lasalle's for an application form.
It's that simple!

LASALLE'S
139 South Main Street, Bowling Green. Open 945 a.m. daily. Shop
Monday, Thursday, Friday to 9 p.m.; Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday to 5:30
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Welfth Night' to Open f ACGFA cuts 24 budget requests
■II aapects of comedy, high
comedy,
slapstick
and
buffoonery,
is
well at
romance, sentiment and" a
little hit of sadness
'TWELFTH Night" is a
play about the different
characteristics of people
trying to find out who they
are and what they want out
of life
The story begins when
Viola and her twin brother,
{Sebastian are separated in a
shipwreck on the island
lllyria. Viola, disheartened
over the loss of her brother.
Is forced to dress as a boy
She
renames
herself
"Cesario." and becomes a
page for Orsino. the duke of
lllyria
Orsino, played by Greg
Rybak, junior (Ed.), sends
Cesario to woo the beautiful

■ NV everybody. '
t't ''Twelfth
k«
tki
ter's fUul
** ■refection
rn»n»i..ni«nta»d
~ mtnay.in
II tar lam.
Csrtali

*nry rick
hart
ltMMtolkMi."Dr.
anil. Hr »*M UMI

«X Ml Md Itey .11
Night"

contains

Lady Olivia
for
him.
Cesario. the real Viola and
portrayed by Cathy Neuse.
graduate
student,
then
becomes involved
in a
romantic
triangle
when
Olivia falls in love with him.
The play revolves around
the consequences
Dr Myers said that he
thought the play would
appeal to all kinds of
audiences because "it is a
comedy but it's a kind of
comedy that has different
levels of comedy within a
whole."
Kevin Dieis. sophomore
(A4S). plays Viola's twin
brother Sebastian and Julie
Mieale, junior (Ed ), will be
the lovely Lady Olivia.
THE CAST also includes
Laurence Tretler, graduate
student, as Sir Toby Belch,

Joe
Butler,
graduate
student, as Sir Andrew
Aguecheek
and
Raul
Ascunce, graduate student.
as Malvolio.
Or.
John
H
Hepler.
associate
professor
of
speech, is the set designer
and technical director for
the production and Dr
Mildred D. Ut. assistant
professor
of speech,
is
designing the costumes for
"Twelfth Night"
The box
office for
"Twelfth Night" will be
open today-Friday from 11
a.m.-3:30p.m. and after 7 30
p.m. the evenings of the
performances.
Admission is SO cents for
University students with
ID'S. |1 for children and
high school students and $2
for adults.
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NOTICE
■

* i"' there is a new tenant-landlord law available to you? Any questions please ask us or
•• loi ,i mpy of the law Our management company is in compliance with this law. Our rates
i - «•> do nut have a cost of living or a utility increase. We also provide cable television at a re
• i i i". 'iimished except electricity.

-MERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

N iv\ I casing

Management Now Leasing

,1

J 1UMMFR RATES
* SI

, |
*•

SUMMER RATES

/ persons - $420.00

start'r.gat

> persons — $520.00
4 norsons — $590.00

FALL RATES
starting at

*'Mj| WlfS 7/0.00 4 persons
"•|

4

HrHHY Hit L\VILLAGE features:

.1

. .■ •

.

mitrtMnins, ,ind heating with individual

,«• •, ,-„ .

, tunm

.

I ilcony & patio

• ■'".» .iv.iti.ibl* in each apt building
■'••■ - *• frill" (».<.!,ihl#i tor each building
.-•'.
-, '•jtunng mdoor htat»><J pool.

•••>■ v Hill Vilfage Rental Office
• 1 IP n Wd Suite 5
•■ • - '• l,1 & l 5
I .' (.^48 or 352 9378
w

*■

s

135.00

Hampton House
705 7th St.
• Buckeve House
649 6th St.
• Birchwood Place
650 6th St.
• Mt. Vernon
802 6th St.
• Haven House Manor
1515 E. Wooster
• The following offer access to the BG Health Spa,
swimming pool, whirlpool, sauna and locker room
facilities.

Preferred Properties Co.
Management. 1163 Napoleon Rd.
Office Hrs. 9 12 & 1-5 - 352-9378
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• from pog» one
"No crisis therefore no
money for the groups," he
said. "But we're still trying
through these groups to
make people aware and get
rid of the stereotypes about
us. We're not all out to steal
your color TV."
Even at the 156 general
fee level. ACGFA only gave
BBCA an additional $3,500
for a J10.000 total Last year
BBCA alone received $9,500
and had requested 117.000
for 1975-78
FOUR GROUPS received
their total budget requests
World Student Association
(WSA) actually received
$195 over
their
$1,805
request
However, ACGFA said the
increase was due to sending
BAPA to WSA to finance
BAPA's cultural activities
WSA will receive $3,000 at
the $56 level
Student Activities got its
entire $27,300
request
Committee member Jeffrey
A. Weber, senior (A&S) said
that many groups which
were denied total funding
"will be coming to Student
Activities to get money from
its
special
programs
budget."
An
additional
$2,700 will go to this group at
the $56 level
Both the University Golf
Course and the Student
Services
Building
were
given full funding in order to
pay off bonds which helped
finance their construction
Their budgets asked for and
received $18,000 and $104,900
respectively
Other
buildings
which
require general fee monies
to help cover bond debts and
depreciation
reserve
funding are the Ice Arena.
Stadium
Building
and
University Health Center
The Ice Arena requested
$192,549 but
was
given
$163,000. with an additional
$12,000 at the $56 level
ACGFA
recommended
that
the
Ice
Arena
investigate increasing the
rental fee to professionals
who give private ice skating
lessons there
Weinberger said the pro
fessionals charge $25 for 15
minutes of lessons, and that
the Ice Arena should get
more of that money back for

THE BG NEWS received
the largest increase of any
group when it was allotted
$70,000 in 1975-76 general fee
monies l.ast year the News
received $30,000 It asked for
$103,092 in its 1975 76 budget
request
News business manager
Charles J Eckstein earlier
told the committee that the
News needed $56,000 in
additional monies to cover
its rising publishing costs
The campus paper will
receive $80.1100 if the Hoard
of Hegents decides to raise
the general fee.
Another >:roiip receiving a
substantial increase was
women's
competitive
sports Lail year women's
varsity athletics got $35,000
while it received ■ $30,000
increase this year
Women's
competitive
sports gives no grants in aid
to its athletes but docs face
high traveling costs The
program's
budget
had
requested $86,873
It will
receive $75,000 at the $56
level
SEVERAL
BUDGETS
received
almost
total
funding of their requests
Among
these
were
the
University Gospel Choir.
Commuter ''enter. Men's
Intramural*,
Special

Recreational Activities. Student Court, and Campus
Recreation and Intramurals
1 Women's Intramurals)
ACGFA
also
recommended that the University
Gospel Choir not return to
the committee for general
fee monies nest year but try
to increase its income from
its performances instead
Cultural
Activities
received only $7,000 of its
$15,967 budget request Last
year the organization was
allotted $12,000
Committee member Weinberger said the programs
offered
by
Cultural
Activities "are more faculty
and community activiUes
than student activities
It
will receive $9,000 if the
general fee is increased
ACGFA gave little justification for giving Graduate
Student Senate IGSSI $5,000
of a $27,486 budget request
GSS received a $1.500 budget
last year
La I'nion de Estudiantes
Latinos had
its budget
request of $8,630 trimmed to
$1,500
ACGFA MEMBER Diener
said.
For $3,000 (the
amount the group received
last year I, they should be
more highly visible then
they are now."
However,
Diener
admitted he had little
knowledge of benefits the
group may give to Chicano
students
The Chicano group will
receive
$3,000
if
the
legislature approves
the
proposed general fee hike
Student
Government
Association (SGAi received
a $7,500 allocation after
requesting
$26,530
An
additional $3,500 will go to
SGA if the general fee is
raised
Though SGA received
$14,080 last year the figure
included
$3,780
in
fee
waivers
ACGFA
recommended
early in its deliberations
that no group give its
officers fee waivers as
payment for services
ALSO.
ABOUT $2,000
from sales of the campus
calendar 1 Bits and Piecesi
which SGA sponsors, will go
back into SGA's budget this
year Formerly, the money

went into a
University■
account and
was
not
available for SGA use.
ACGFA
member
Weinberger said he based
his vote to cut SGA on the
low voter turnout at the
recent SGA election and the
lack of student support of
student
government
in
general.
Volunteers in Progress
tVIPl received $3,200 of its
$6,905 budget request This
represents an increase of
$250 over last year.
Fred L. Hoffman, senior
(B.A.I
and an
ACGFA
' member, said he feels VIP
is an organization which
primarily places students
for
various
University
departments and should be
funded by the educational
budget instead
He also said that VIP volunteers are serving the
people in the Bowling Green
and Toledo communities and
not the campus itself

COMMITTEE MEMBER
Donley disagreed
with
Hoffman, saying that VIP
"does something for the
student as well as the person
who's out there. It's not a
one-way proposition."
VIP will receive $5,000 at
the $56 per quarter general
fee level.
WOMEN, the women's
rights group, submitted a
$7,038 budget request but
received $750
Last year the group was
funded by $2,000 out of the
Parent's Club but will not
support WOMEN again this
year
ACGFA
members
questioned the amount of
involvement
by
women
within the organization and
the support the group has of
women outside its ranks.
At the $56 general fee
level. WOMEN will receive
$3,000
The
committee
is
scheduled
to give final
approval
to
its
recommendations on Thursday
afternoon
ACGFA's
recommendations then will proceed to the
University
Educational
Budget Committee
for
approval From there they
go
to
the
University
President and the Board of
Trustees for final approval.

Groups criticize fee allocations

i

• from page one
Gary
Wnlford.
GSS
president,
said
the
organization "is. to say the
least, not satisfied with
what
they
(ACOFAI
allocated "
He said the allocation will
not allow GSS to initiate new
programs, and that it failed
to consider the impact and
continued growth of the
graduate student population
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president, said he was not
surprised
that
SGA
received
less
than
requested
He said he realized there
were many requests for a
limited amount of money,
but he added that the $7,500
allocation would keep SGA
"a second rate power "
Despite
the
criticism.
Vice Provost for Student
Affairs. Richard K K.ikin
ACGFA chairman, said he
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Asked
if
committee
members ever appeared to
be using their position for
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IN MEMORIAL HALL, MARCH 16
AT 7:30

WITH THE AfACMAfiE.
OF A
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UNION TICKET OFFICE
$4.50 WITH BG STUDENT ID • $5.50 WITHOUT

Announcing
D.Q.'s NEW

Dairi|
Queen
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20*DEuveRYCMrS.
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95<
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Chits Notes First AH]
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Available
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Cliff •. Notos aiwfys in* right
prescription wrhen you need
ht»lp in undr'Standing )tter»tu'«
Prepared by educates Easy to
us* T.ltes ava.iaoi* now cover
Ov*r 200 frequently
assigned plays
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"Simply, the $50 general
fee level was not enough to
meet the needs of groups
making requests," he said.

personal
attacks against
groups. Dr Eakin replied;
that he "saw no evidence of •
that whatsoever."
"It was an honest attempt;
on the part of the committee j
to expend money consistent;
with the aims of the general I
fee." he said
He added that the general I
fee would have to have been •
$65 per student per quarter;
in order to meet all budget •

•
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believed the committee "did
an excellent job."
Dr Eakin said there was
not enough money available
to meet all requests

UA0 AND BRASS RING PRODUCTIONS
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their use of the ice
ONLY
$6.7*5
of
the
Stadium Building's $166,705
request was withheld from
its budget No increase in
funding is planned at the $56
level
The
University
Health
Center, which last year
compiled a $36,000 deficit
with its $487,000 budget,
received $525,000 in 1975-76
general fee monies
However, this amount still
was short of the $564,164
request
in
the
Health
("enter's budget
The
committee
recommended
increasing
the cost "I in patient care to
increase income for the
center
It also advocated bringing
in a team of independent
medical
investigators
to
evaluate the operation of the
Health Center
An additional $20,000 will
go into the Health Center's
budget if the general fee is
raised
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Faculty, students form bonds
for increased understanding

local briefs
Meeting
Professor F. PUce. a member of the Bargaining
Committee of Wayne State University. Mich., will discuss
collective bargaining at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, in the
Dogwood Suite. Union The meeting is open to all
members ol the University community
Dr. Place will answer (acuity questions relating to what
collective bargaining could mean if adopted at the
University.

Asian studies
The Asian Study Program is sponsoring a facultystudent get-together at 7 tonight in the Taft Room. Union.
All interested students are invited to attend the program
which includes a Japanese slide show and a flower
arrangement demonstration Refreshments also will be
served.

Internat'l news
International students will be able to make free tape
recordings to send to families and friends in foreign
countries today from 2-4 p m during the coffee hour in the
International Lounge. Williams Hall Arrangements are
courtesy of the American Red Cross
Kurt Zimmerman, director of student employment, will
speak to students at 7 30 tonight in the-second floor.
Conklin Hall Zimmerman will discuss employment
opportunities for international students and explain how to
write resumes and approach job interviewsInternational students may not have off-campus work
without a work permit, according to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service Students desiring work should
contact Dorothy Brlckman. acting director of the
International Program

Fire lands

Open registration now is in progress, for persons who
will be new students at Firelands Campus during spring
quarter
Registrations will be accepted at the registrar's office
from 9 am -noon and I 30-6 p m daily until March 27.
Fees for students registering for 10 or more credit hours
are $235. and for 9 hours or less $24 per hour All fees are
due at the time of registration
Classes will begin March 31. A schedule of courses is
available from the Firelands Campus registrar The
number is . 4191 443-5560

Art exhibit

person and as a link (hat is a little closer than
the classroom.'' she added

In an attempt to form an informal
association between faculty and students, a
Faculty Fellow program recently has
started, according to Kathryn O Venema.
McDonald West hall director
Faculty Fellows are interested faculty and
administrators who participate in floor
activities and serve as resource persons for
the floor, explained Venema
Approximately 18 faculty members have
already been assigned a floor and spaces are
open for others, according to Dr Audrey 1.
Kent? coordinator of Academic liaison
committee.
Resident hall students submitted names of
faculty members they were interested in
having as fellows These persons were then
contacted and if they agreed, a match was
made with a certain floor. Venema
explained Faculty Fellows represent a
variety of departments and offices and
include Dean of Business Administration
KarlE Vogt
The program will act to benefit both the
faculty member and students. Venema said
"Hopefully, the faculty will begin to
understand the campus living situation We
hope students will get to sec faculty as a

THE PROGRAM was initiated by a
committee of three hall directors, including
Rose Uhl of Ashley. Doug Anderson ol
Conklin. and Venema It is coordinated by
the Office of Academic Liaison, the division
of Student Affairs and is headed by Dr
Renti
The fourth floor of McDonald West had an
introduction social earlier last week to allow
floor residents to become acquainted with
their Faculty Fellow. Dr Lowell Schipper,
professor of psychology
The girls seemed very impressed." said
Marie Behm. sophomore [Ed.) and fourth
floor resident adviser The interest on the
floor was stronger than 1 anticipated We
plan to invite him (o things he might be
interested in." she said, and to get to know
him as a person "
Dr. Lee Merserve. assistant professor of
biological science and'Faculty Fellow, said
he favors the program because "it is good to
know how a student lives as well as what
goes on in his mind."
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permit Ohioans to write a
letter to their home county
election board to request
absent' terballots
In the letter, the applicant
must include the name by
which he is registered and
his voting residence, the
election for which ballots
are requested, which

EXCEPT SUNDAY MORNING 12 MIDNIGHT TO 9 A.M.
OPEN SUNDAYS 9 AM

CHUCK
ROAST

Gov. James A. Rhodes has proclaimed March 2-8. 1975
as Army ROTC Week
The Army ROTC Program at the University was
established in 1948. The advanced course consisted of 50
junior students who were veterans of WW II.

REMEMBER
THE REDWOOD!
Featuring

JIFFY
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HAPPY HOURS

$5.00 additional purchase.
EXCEPT. BEER, WINE. & CIGARETTES
Men M«rch 3 thru Sun . Mor.h 9. 1973 al Kteeje* hi •ewhncj Oceen
Subiecl te opelccnhl. Hate A local .ol.. to. Icmil ana coupon pa. family

- CONVERSATION WITH TEACHERS
• VIEWING OF VIDIOTAPES
- DISCUSSION OF CURRENT EDUCATIONAL ISSUES

SPRING QUARTERS

KROGER MINI-MIZER COUPON
KROGER GRADE "A"

LARGE
EGGS

TWO CREDIT HOURS - ONE EVENING PER WEEK
LOOK FOR COURSE US TING IN THE SPRING 19 75 SCHEDULE

.

AMERICAN, GERMAN AND ITALIAN FOOD
MON.-THURS.
COLLEGE EVENING SPECIAL

PURE BEET

*%
5 BABG I

Limit 1 with this coupon &
$5.00 additional purchase.
EXCEPT. BEER, WINE. & CIGARETTES.
Men Merch 3 then Sun . March * 1971 or Kreoer in Be.l.na Ocean
Swbtect le applicoble iiole A local ealot loi limit one coupon pec lomily

*2

INCLUDES
TOSS SALAD. BREAD & BUTTER & COFFEE OR TEA

117 N. MAIN - 353-0512

__
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GW
SUGAR
?**

25

MONDAY-THURSDAY EVENINGS 3:30-10:00

OUR RESTAURANT SERVES
THE BEST CHINESE AND
AMERICAN FOOD AROUND!

KROGER MINI-MIZER COUPON ■■■■■■•!
SAVE
18c

OR

ENTERTAINMENT THURS., FRI. & SAT.

and don't forget...

EXCEPT. BEER. WINE. & CIGARETTES.
Men . March 3 Ihrw Sun March ° 1973 at Kicker in bowline. Green
Subfact te opplicoble dole A local talet loi bmil one coupon pec family

CHOICE OF SPAGHETTI *J95

MON.-SAT.

2VD02

Limit I with tl
$5.00 additional" pllllliase.'

FEATURING

COCKTAIL LOUNGE OPEN TILL 1 A.M.

Daily 2:30-6 fitft
Mon. & Tues. eves. 9-1

2-LB
PKG

0 Limit 4 with this coupon &

EARLY SEMINAR IN EDUCATION

LASAGNA

LD

■ ■ KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON
' ASST VARIETIES EXCEPT BEEF & GRAVY.

Alpine Village Restaurant

ROTC week

TO 9 P.M CLOSED SUNDAY 9 P.M. TO 9 A.M.

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE
BEEF CHUCK-CENTER BLADE

(EDCO 200)

Ten undergraduates from the School of Art have been
invited by the Medical College of Ohio at Toledo to exhibit
their works in oils, acrylics, watercolors, prints,
drawings, lithographs and woodcuts.
Participants in the exhibit include Tern Adams, junior
iAliSi. Carleer. Cincala. junior lAltS). Sally Weintraub.
senior lA&St. David Steen. senior IA&SI. Karen Savakis.
junior lEd.. AAS). Catherine Bell, sophomore (AiS).
Gwen Hams, unclassified. Claudia Kovacs. senior (A4SI,
Karen LaBuda. junior I Ed. i. and Sue Johnson, senior
(Ed.i.
The artworks will be shown until March 28 on the east
campus of the college from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. daily.
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SAVE
UP 10
S2.40

THINKING OF TEACHING AS A POSSIBLE CAREER?
THEN CONSIDER

• t ' • VI . ( •• |

MOST STORES

political party ballot he
wants for the primary
election, the reason for his
absence from the polls on
election day: and the
mailing address to which the
ballots are to be sent.
Application for absent
voter ballots must be made
before Mav .11

ATTENTION FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES

- • .• »
■ -. •

Absentee ballots available
COLUMBUS (API-Applications for absentee voter
ballots will be accepted at
local boards of elections
beginning tomorrow for the
June 3 primary election.
Secretary of State Ted W
Brown said.
Brown said a recent
change In election laws

• •.I
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SAVE

UP TO

1«<

KROGER MINI-MIZER C0UP0NI
BORDEAUX FARMS-FROZEN

3tr

SHOESTRING

FRENCH FRIES "fcj
Limit
with this coupon &
$5.00 additional purchase.

EXCEPT. BEER. WINE. & CIGARETTES.
Men March 3 Ihcu Sun Macih 9 I97S at Kteeer in Sewling Gceen
Subcect le applicable itote A local ealei Ion limit one coupon per ramily

Corner of N. Main & E. Court

Another Special Event In
The American Film Theatre Season Of Special Events.
TODAY ONLY AT 2:00 & 8:00

3
5
2

■■■■■■•3

KROGER MINI-MIZEFI C0UP0NI
KROGER

L0WFAT
MILK

GALLON
JUG

89

Limit 2 with this coupon &
£
$5.00 additional purchase.^ '
EXCEPT. BEER. WINE, & CIGARETTES,.^.*!
M.n Morch 3 ihrv Sun . March *. 1075 «r Kraftw
$ubf.»cl to app.lu.ibt. it«U J, local sil.t lam limit .n. i*.pM

KROGER MINI-MIZER COUPONI
FLORIDA

5
2
2
1

Georgia BROWN Edward FOX John G1ELGUD
mMu Mmi Otto Plaschkes
K Ely Landau »««i« Joseph Losey
U.lniK JtlNCph Lli\C\
Pt>::

"Brecht's 'Galileo' is a distinguished piece of work."

"Exciting, stimulating, beautifully
made. Topol is outstanding in a
top-flight cast."-'""*•■'""i01

JUICE
ORANGES 8
Limit 3 with this coupon * XW
}$5.00 additional purchase.
EXCEPT. BEER, WINE. & CIGARETTES.
Men Match 3 thru Sun . Ma»tK • I97S <#l Ureter lit leelriuj Ore**, j
Swfoyactleeppeceele Hate A local »olet la. Lmit •»• coup

TKkM* SS OOtvemng. S3 SOMelineee (S2 50 lot Senior Citilens/SHKlcnie at MltinMI )
Available altar AFT Saason Ticket holder, are sealM

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

PROOF KROGER REALLY DOES HELP
MINI-MIZE YOUR FOOD COSTS.
...WlbitOrtyS
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Olivia reaches peak; Denver plateaus
Song," whined by Maria Muldaur on her first album, and
Denver's own "Goodbye. Again."
Olivia also smiles her voice through "Follow Me."
another Denver tune, first recorded as an overly upbeat,
too-happy song by the writer and later by the tiring moan of
Mary Traverse. It has now been done as Denver surely must
have meant it: a warm, sensitive love song by Olivia.

Review by BUI Sctadcra
With the release of their latest albums. Olivia NewtonJohn and John Denver are sure to both please and puzzle
their many folk rock followers. Olivia has finally found her
peak of excellence with this, her best effort yet. while
Denver, having reached his summit an album or two ago.
has perhaps begun to plateau.
After muddling through a combination of trite, pseudocountry songs on her first two albums. Olivia has finally
established herself as a leading female vocalist with her
newest release. "Have You Never Been Mellow."
The songs, although by no means news, were well
selected, giving a theme to the work that was always
noticeably absent In the past The combination of easylistening, light, folksy tunes and slow, quiet love songs with
Olivia's unreal vocals gives not only the songs, but the
singer a new meaning and a tangible personality

MEANWHILE. THE king is getting lazy. After a wait of
nearly eight months since his last release. Denver, the
master songwriter and vocalist, cops out with "An Evening
With John Denver."
It Is a replay of one of last year's summer concerts with
only a few really new songs It is a disappointment second
only to the release of his "Greatest Hits" album in late '73.
The new album is 90 minutes long, but 18 of the 23 songs can
be found on previous Denver recordings.
And it's not easy to find $10 for what is essentially old
material
"Evening" was recorded live, a quality with few benefits
and many drawbacks The album has all the unfortunate
characteristics of a typical live atmosphere-girls giggling
in the front row. uproarious applause drowning out the
beautiful introduction to your favorite song and a group of
hecklers disturbing the continuity of the opening monologue.
This is another point of dismay. Denver always opens his
concert with a clever little monologue. Although we know
it's not ad libbed. hearing the exact same lines last summer
at Blossom, word-for-word, pause -for-pause and chuck lefor-chuckle in this recording from Los Angeles makes the
whole thing seem rather artificial.

OLIVIA Newton-John is no longer a voice, but a singer
After her hit title song, where she shows off her voice by
straining it fourteen full tones. Olivia includes one or two
typical, but pleasing, songs, complete with the fellow with
the deep voice croaking along during the choruses
Of these. "It's So Easy" Is a delightful piece of music,
with simple but thoughtful lyrics being repeated twice in
sweet succession by Olivia In a msnner that would melt
even a hard rock fan's heart.
Her renditions of "Loving Arms" and "The Air That I
Breathe" are startllngly warm and sincere. Quiet love
songs have never before been sung with more pure and
simple sensitivity In voice and style The tempo is slow,
instrumentation at a minimum-just you and Olivia in airy
silence as she whispers. "Now sleep, silent angel, go to
sleep." Zzzzzz.
Although she wrote none of 'Mellows'' songs herself and
few are new to the business, Olivia clearly shows up
everyone who previously recorded toe tunes. Notable are
her personal interpretations of "I Never Did Sing You Love

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
t upr

II Li» Anjtrln T"

ACROSS
1 Weilge-ahapcil
piece of leveling
masonry
6 Cure
U Fo»ter«
14 Crescent-shaped
figure
If) Radial bone
10 Acclaim
17 On any occasion
18 Citv on the Mobile
111 Assigned
amount
20 Anything else of
a uniilinr sort:
Colloq. phrase
23 Tire
24 Whetstone
26 Easily broken
27 Famed cellist
30 Keluctant
31 "— Mio"
32 Those who finish
second
3li Berber of Moroccan const
37 Aspect
3H Potpourri
3!' Hindrances
41 Abide
42 Hack street
43 Rhubarb
44 Theatricalize
47 Struggle
48 Careless
40 Graduate's headwear
54 Friends: l.at.
.'»'■ Helps
67 Face part
58 Perpetrator of
Trojan horse
trick
50 Canadian Indian
60 Begrudge

61 Former London
statue
62 Knows: Scot.
03 Serpent mention.
ed in Greek
1 Type of tempo
2 Interrogative
interjection:
Colloq.
3 Early Peruvian
4 Be willing to
compromise
with: Phrase
6 People
6 Ken lr attender
7 Money in the pot
8 Do-nothing
9 Compensate for
10 Old French coin
11 Soaring
12 Amount of at■eisment
13 Present a play
21 Pit
22 Praying figure
?.<"> Glasshouse
dwellers
shouldn't do this
27 String
28 Red Sea principality
29 Divan
30 Providential
32 Churchill Downs.
83 Rubber trees
34 Baseball: Slang
36 Flatfish
37 Hawk genus
40 Censorious
41 Smear
43 Palominos
44 Item in a bloud
bank
45 Poem by Keats

OF COURSE, that's show-biz, but somehow everybody
thought Country John was immune to that.
Despite the distracting outside effects and the fact that
we've seen and heard it all before, the songs on "Evening"
are Denver's finest music without exception.
The first half of the concert passes very quickly Denver is
exciting, shining brightest in stirring guitar Intros before
Lennon and McCartney's "Mother Nature's Son" and his
1
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CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE
- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Oats
Fall Course Family Din
II VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Opea Tats thru Sal. 7:JM
Sundays' 1S-7.M

412 LAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

"The garb) caa pick ap
vibrations,
though
This
helps than to stay with the
beat she said
Although the performers
arc unable to hear, thetr
dances will be accompanied
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Safety in
numbers.

Tuesday. March 4. im

ssskt reeauaast ayriag air
Ualv Courts ApU 37MM! ask
ftrHUBawlsy.

Active Christians Today Bible stadias, an dough St It a.m. "The
CnriiUan * the Occult". 4pm Greek class Faculty Lounge. Unto*.
7 p.m. ACT fellow ship.

Mast to share eflideacy apt.
HM. spring twsrttr. m-MW

Intercollegiate Women's Golf learn will meat la North end. let
Arena. 9 30 p.m. Wear warm, comfortable rlsthss. Brag twa gab"
clubs.
Students running for city council will he attactsd ted fleer Stud
Serv Bldg • p.m.
Hm

LOWEST RATES IN BOWLING GREEN
Air conditioned, two bedrooms, completely furnished, dishwashers, up to
four occupants encouraged.
Call 1-246-4413 Collect After 5 p.m.

OR COLD. FROZEN OR WIND BEAT

EaT

KELP WANTED
Fiction writer with <
ence in conducting graduate
fiction workshops and wide
publication for Spriag quarter
ltn. Deadline tor appUcaUon
Matfh 7. ltn. Coatact Dr.
Edgar F Daniels. Pent, of Eag.
CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT
PARK. Saadeaky. Ohio will bald
on-campus Interviews April IIA
11 for summer employment
Approximately MM paattaa
available for a wade variety of
)obs Housing available Coatact
Placemen! Office for afarmauon and aa appointment.

ear qtr t7»;aa»Miaa.
1 f. aaeaad sprag aim. Own
reeaaM-Tttt
1 or 1 males M sublet spring.
ShM474
Male to share t aaa lure apt.
asr. qu- Owe ream. peel.
Destwsto.atogni.
Need > f. rmmt far asr. etr

uiv.N.r
1 or 1 lema lea a saktrl aprlag
SM/riK) SM-tttt
M. roasnmaw a share 1 haras,
house IM IH . Jake, aareaas
afargpa.
Sabaaa sprag eaarter
Itasalartp.a.

•g eaarter
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i »M-4ia
Female
tnawttr. ffl/ae.
lies, sat toll

Theses typing 3M-7H>

LASALLE'S STUDENT
CREDIT CARDS rREE

TYPING DONE.

THE LAST TWO SEATS ON THE UA0
BAHAMA PLANE AND ARRIVE ON THE
SUNNY PALM LADEN BEACHES
MARCH 24. PLANE RETURNS MARCH •
31. MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS TODAY. TOTAL COST IS $319.00. PLAN
DEPARTS FROM DETROIT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Sfr

Decisions'' Need a Ulk?
Emotional and Malarial Pregnancy Aid, »i-«US

Typing done M»-7M>

BOARD

STUDENT

Sporu Car Club meeting fun 111 Bus. Aom Bag 7:M a m Opea to
all.

«BVimtirwBBBD

DON'T BE COOL

LASALLE'S

CKhU>ncAR»rnjE

FOUND Cockapoo SU47IS

SUMMER APT. RENTAL

DaaseraU. ! malt roaaaautes
a sshtei apt asr a« sM-ttW

Karate Club wlU meet In the Aad. at St Tkaanas Mare Parish s M
p.m.

LOST AND FOUND

Buy US. Savings Bonds. I

Neat 1 f. rmmt 1X1 N. Prospect
stoaasals-r IIM ».

Paaaa a
Clate a aasauaa. Mm. sag.

aw

International Coffee Hour aagajaj by Pmiaa Aassctatisa Rm IS
Williams Hall i-4 p.m. Opsa ta all

Talce stock in America.

ahad ta tow ear el

ceUtct

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Introductory lecture oa Traaareaaaaial meaiatiea
Moaeleyltlpm Frethoeeakattopublic
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ANSWER TO MtVlOUS PUZZLE

STARTING RATE'125.00

CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS

Rhythm at aa Innate
Hang It doesn't have to be
beard," she said When yoa
pat mask In front of
eomthody, you're only latotlectaalislag aa Internal

A workshop will be held
from !• am -noon Saturday
at JBi Hayes Hall, wisher
aad has dancers will be
present at this time to teach
modern dance Mesa and to
aaawtr any
questions
Pcraoat Interested
la
attending the workshop
assail bring participation
clothes A Metal admission
will be charged
Dr. Krabi said last year's
performance aad workshop
•arc extremely successful
aad she expressed the hope
that this year's show would
be Just as popular
"The program helps many
overcome
their precon
ceiveci WJeai of what a nandl
capped person caa or can't
ao," she said

"
"
:

ABORTION
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist

Dr. Krats added that the
deaf stwdeau did not have a
hard lime keeping to a
steady rhythm, even though
they could hear no sound

by popular soeajs poems and
a few religious works

by Qtvrry Trudeau

Norm*

53
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LARGE 2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
APARTMENTS LESS THAN 6 MONTHS OLD,
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
WASHER AND DRYER IN BUILDING. COMPLETELY CARPETED. AVAILABLE JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER. FOR MORE DETAILS CALL
353-7381.

Admission to the program
Is $1 50 for adults, fl for
students and fifty cents for
children. Tickets are available on the first floor of the
Women's Bldg. from 11
a.m.-3
p.m.
through
Thursday. Tickets may alto
be purchased at the door on
Friday
The Gallaudet Dancers
are a group of deaf dancers

Dr. Peter Wisher, director
of physical education at
Gallaudet
aad
former
member of the CownecUcet
Collage rapsrlory
dance
company, It director of Hat
groap. Wisher It a leading
authority on dance aad the
deaf.
Dr.
Laara
Kratt.
profeftsor
of
physical
education and recreation at
the University, said It was
not too difficult for Wisher
to train his pupils.
"He uses sign language

and facial ispnialsai to
communicate Ideas to the
girls. He can also Just speak.
aad they cat read his Una."
ahe explained

DOONESBURY

51

■

Are the deaf able to enjoy
the arts as "normal" people
can?
if there is question In
anyone's mind about the
answer, they should attend a
program presented by the
Gallaudet Dancers at I p.m.
Friday
in
the
Grand
Ballroom, Union.

from Gallaudet College la
Washington. D.C.. law only
American college far the
deaf The dancers art Inter
nationally known for their
excellent presentationi of
the
modern
dance
technique

HMM.OMt.

'

46 Chopping
47 —Wurttemberg, Germany
50 Weary
51 Super
52 Letters on an
invitation
53 Tunisian pashas
55 Dove cote sound

By Gall Harris
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BUT TO all fJtlasaa. surely ant moat iaterestiag of the
eewluaes rfeottiw flee* cula.ua. whole LP is the satire
Saturday Night in Toledo. Ohio." Difficult to aptly
aaacrhsl. II Is aa arrwaiag. cruel, and true tale of a typical
day in the city to the north "...asnj hare's to Ike dogs at
Toledo, Okie Ladies we sad you goodbye'
If they can overlook the crowd noise aad other live
lar.tavaaliar.as. "Aa Evening With John Denver Is a
bargain lor followers who lack his first ten afcums and want
to hear his best la one package
Bal far the loyal Denver fan who has waited patiently bat
has beard only owe really new attorn since May it7j. il has
got to be a (Usapeointraent Denver sraladlsbecoming laiy
or airaatii overly uMialii. but hopefully not empty, la his
recent attempts at soagwriUng

Deaf dancers to perform Friday

MOTCMUIS
' IT.set YOU

•

it

DENVER seems a little breathless at first, but after
intermission he returns relaxed and docs dynamite verstoo.
of several other favorites, notably "My Sweet Lady."
Rhymes and Reasons" and. alone on the dark Universal
Amphitheater for the finale This Old Guitar."
"I love to sing-my tongs for you and 1 love yoa people,"
he adds
Of the new tunes. "Annie's Other Song" la another
masterpiece of a Denver love song much unlike Hi
predecessor, with an untyplcally lively rhythm before a
striking change in tempo at midstream
"My life, my love, my everythlng-it's yoa I ckooae to be

"Boy from Has
"Is another warm lake of aealtwa* la a* tare, while
Ptckla the Saw Down Is a bhuartct imratiiliil with
Debro, baaje. aeHar. baas fiddle and liaakliri pUytkng
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own "Eagle and the Hawk." and with th* rich trraaetrattoa
behind his "Farewell Andromeda' and Rocky M—Ta.1
Suite."
In contrast, the on-sUge solace daring "Anaie's Stag"
and his rendition of Randy Sparks'
Roday
Is
breathtaking. '"Evening's" versions of
"Grandma's Feather Bad" also I
recordings.
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men swimmers capture second
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By Laarl Leach
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Bowling Green's women tankers broke a national f'pVor'a
and showed tremendous depth and versatility last weekend,
on their way to a second placi* finish in the' Midwest
Championships at Central Michigan
' •. >

B(j'S SWIMMING sensation. Barb McKee. took the
Falcon's only first place She won the 200-yard individual
medley with a time of 2:17.71.
Falcon diver MiSue Finke was probably the surprise of
the tournament as she qualified lor the nationals no. not in
diving, but in the 50-yard backstroke, which she swam for
the first time this season Finke placed fifth in that event
with a 30 4 clocking
The versatility and depth of this team is unbelievable.''
said coach Jean Campbell "Becky Siesky swam an event
she hasn't swam for two years, and MiSue swam the
butterfly and backstroke for us."
Many national records were broken during the Midwest

i

Michigan State, as expected, took top honors in the tourn
ament. scoring 4S4 points The Falcons scored W7 points
followed by Indiana University, tne University of Michigan.
Indiana State and Miami 'Ohm
The 290 freestyle relay team of Betsy Fisher. Becky
Siesky. Gail Sailer and Valerie Newell broke the national
record 11 42 81 with a time of 141 45 This time was only

*

championships Almost half ol the 86 swimmers in the 100yard freestyle broke one minute, and 43 of 65 swimmers in
the 50 freestyle swam that event in 27 seconds or under
FALCON SWIMMERS placed in the following events IN
B«tterfly, Barb McKee. third (1 01.68); Diane Coppersmith.
12th il 06.381; IN breastslroke, Sharon Ackron. sixth
(1 14 321. Cathy Witkowski. seventh (1:14.971 and Ruth
Hutchison, eighth 11 15.151.
2N IM: Cathy Witkowski. ninth i2 24 78); M freestyle.
Siesky. second i25 4). IN backstroke. McKee, second
11 02 391. Cindy Sargent. 11th il.0B.33l; Cheryl Dick. 12th
(1 08391. 4*0 freestyle. Betsy Fisher, third (4:2122).
Cheryl Kimball. 11th (4 36.071. Bev Voss, 12th (4 21 22I.2N
freestyle. Fisher, fourth (2:0303). Newell, eighth (2.0668).
Diane Wian. 10th 12 08.521 and Voss. 11th (2 10 79)

Spikers take four firsts at Ohio St.
bU Jerry Masek
Aislstaat Sparts Editor

I

■

Mil*

good for second second place however, as Michigan State
set the new standard with a 1:41.16.

Bowling Green's indoor
track team turned in its best
performance of the season
last weekend, copping four
first places at the Ohio State
Midwest Invitational in the
French FIHdhouse
The spikers also set a
school record and qualified
another runner for the
NCAA national meet in the

two-day. non-scoring outing
at Columbus
Four BG
runners turned in their individual season-bests
Senior Bruce Vermilyea
qualified for the upcoming
national indoor track meet
as he won the 880-yard run in
1:523
Vermilyea just
missed qualifying in the
10.000 yard run. where his
season-best of 2:11.3 was
good for second place
The curlv-haired runner

] also anchored Bowling
Green's winning two^mile
relay learn Vermilyea s 53 2
split paced the quartet
which included Dan Dunton.
Gary Desjardins and Rick
Hutchinson Thev clocked a
7.37.3
THE FALCONS also
gained wins in the two-mile
run and the mile relay
Junior Tim Zumbaugh. an
ail-American cross-countrv

Two-sport star-Kampe
future years. I'd like to give
a game and leads the team
track a try.
in assists and steals
"I know I could help the
If there is one athlete on
"If I don't have eight
team,'' Kampe said
the Falcon sports scene who
assists and six steals in a
There are adjustments
deserves some special mengame. I didn't play well If
that must be made in devottion, it is probably Greg
the points come. fine, but I
ing so much time to athleKampe
don't worry about it."
tics Kampe said one of his
Kampe. a 5-9 freshman
Kampe said
biggest problems is finding
"I play as well as 1 have to
from Defiance, is a starting
study time
guard for the Falcon JV
for us to win." he said "As
basketball team after seeing
long as we win. I don'l care
"When 1 find time to
study, if I don't feel like
action lasl fall as a defenabout how I played "
Some persons have said
studying. I in in trouble I
sive back on the BG football
tfeam
Kampe is too small to playmight not have time again
basketball in the Mid Amen
■ No other Falcon athlete is
(or a while.' said the curlyattempting to play both
can Conference This upsets
haired Kampe.
sports, and the reason is that
the 5-9 hustler.
Kampe said that he does
both aro physically demand"1 don't think sue has
not have much of a social
life and almost never gets to
ihg and time-consuming
bothered me at all I haven't
ctivities But if anyone can
run into anyone as quick as I
go home
(iccessfully accomplish the
am. and positioning is more
"The last time 1 was home
ubling-up. it is Kampe
important than siie." he
for more than a day at a
,sald
nine wVttagMB ■»"WWJ
• ,
/|
|Whatever.tlA»fUture>idps.
|i" -!.inl.-B"».K*.d..ll Ihi- l*Wlj
. »MPE WAS an alrM^/
rforme'r in.track, fbkfcatl idly." He. sail
iGreg 'Kanipe's .n|iiaiii
"But Ua«
career should be of inlef*st
basketball in high
'worth it No doubt about it~
hool He chose to attend
to Falcon sports fans
> because it was the only
TRANSITION
between
major college that would
the two sports was also a
COUNSELING
allow him to play both
problem Kampe didn't start
basketball and football.
until the fifth game of the
ASSISTANCE
The spunky freshman even
roundball season
Since
BUREAU
has ideas of trying the track
assuming a starting role, he
scene at BG. although not
has scored almost 20 points
Pregnancy Termination
this year. As a prepster, he
Fees adjusted by ability
high-jumped 6-4 and finished
lo pay
eighth in the state "AAA"
meet.
Medicaid A Blue Cross
B Ml | . H
"Right now. spring footaccepted
PAvMINI RIUUIRftl R(t, *
- NOW nun
ball is too important But if
the possibility arises in
By Jeff Runy«n

runner, took the two-mile in
857 2 while Don See
anchored a mile relay team
that stopped the walch at
a i8 9
See burned the oval in
47 8. BG's fastest leg of the
race, to edge an 0811 runner
in the last 10 yards.
"See ran well." said BG
lutor MelBrodt "He finally
decided to run. and that's
important."
Earlier in the day. See
sprinted to a 49 5 clocking in
the prelims of the 440 dash
He did not compete in the
hnals because he was ill
TAYLOR SET a Bowling
Green indoor record in the
600-yard run placing third in
1:11.3. The time betters the
previous mark of 1116 set
by Ted Farver in 1973.
Two other Falcons posted
their season-best times.
Sophomore Brian Storm
took I nih in the 60-yard dash
in 6.3. and hurdler Reg
Warren's time of 8 6 in the
70-yard high hurdles did not
qualify him for the finals o(
that event

Hutchinson took fifth in
the 1.000 yard run in 2 13 9
Bowling Green did not place
in any of the field events,
and dropped out of the distance medley relay after
Dunlon dropped the baton
OS!" also won four events
while Kent State won three
Brodt cited BG's "improved
competitive attitude" for
the fine showing
Several runners also competed in the Eastern Michigan Classic Saturday at
Ypsilanti. Mich Freshman
Gary Little sped to a 9 23.3
clocking in the division III
two-mile race, and Bob
Biegner was fifth in the 880
in 1 55 7
IN WOMEN'S open competition. Stanene Strouss. a
member ol the BG women's
outdoor track team, took
second in the 880 with her
personal best lime of 2 19 9
The Falcons end their
regular indoor season this
weekend, when they travel
to Ypsilanti iKMl'i for the
Mid-American Conference
(MAt'i championships

The NCAA national indoor
championships will be held
March 14-15 in Detroit's
Cobo Hall

M yard butterfly Fisher, sixth 128:25 I; IN IM, Siesky.
second il 04 7). Witkowski. fifth 11 06 7> IN freestyle.
Siesky. seventh (567). and Newell. 12th (57.9); M
backstroke. McKee. fourth (29.6) and Sargent, ninth (30.4)
and 54 breasutroke, Ackron. sixth (33.7) and Hutchison,
eighth 134.2).
The 400-yard medley relay finished second with McKee
swimming backstroke. Coopersmith swimming fly. Siesky.
breastslroke and Fisher, freestyle
The 200 medley relay finished fourth. Swimming in the 200
were Sargent (backI, Ackron (breastslroke). Gail Sailer
illy) and Siesky (freel The 400 free relay consisting of
McKee. Sargenl. Witkowski. and Wian also placed fourth.
FINKE DID WELL in diving but did not score Michigan
State had six outstanding divers, and Indiana brought along
lour to make the competition laugh
"MiSue dove well and consistently, but didn't score for
us." said Campbell "Without a pool to dive in and without a
real diving coach, we can probably use her better as a
swimmer than a diver.
"I think this was an outstanding experience for the girls."
she added There were a number of teams getting ready
(or the nationals, and naturally with that kind of talent, we
had a lot of national records broken at the tournament "
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Karen Baima
Pam Bangert
Linda Bearse
Audrey Carroll
Eileen Darr
Cindy Deters
Debi Eberg
Diane Guest
Debbie Jones

Cindy Kobilarcsik
Linda Koenig
Linda Maschari
Bea Rendlesham
Betsy Rinker
Ann Ryan
Sue Seitz
Jennifer Spielvogel
Barb Stoos
Mary Wilk

Welcome to the Active Bunch
******** *****************
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Tomorrow Night!

All the $
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat
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WE CAN PROBABLY SAVE YOU LOTS OP MONEY IF YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR RECEIVERS, AMPS, TONERS, CHANGERS,
TURNTABLES, TAPEDECKS, SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, ETC.
YOU'LL BE ABLE TO GET VERY REASONABLE BARGAINS ON
THE BIO NAMES IN THE BUSINESS.
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
B.I.C

Fisher
Garrard

ADC

Harman Kardon

Rectilinear
Revox

Altai
AKG

Infinity

Sansui

JBL
Kenwood

Sennheiser

Discwasher

Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm
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Crown
dBx
Dual
Dyruco

EV
Empire

KLH
Koss
Marantz

Maxim us
Miracord

Phase Linear
Pickering
Philips
Pioneer
P.E.

Rabco

Sherwood
Shure
Sony

Stanton
Superex
Superecope
Tandberg
Thorens

Teac

Send far
free catalog
THESE PRODUCTS ARE OFFERED TO YOU BY ONE OF THE
LARGEST DEALERS IN THE COUNTRY. SEND TO US FOR
YOUR FREE COPY OF THEIR 61; PAOE COLOR CATALOG.

Wollensak

GEMINI MUSIC
P.O. BOX 13058
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63119
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NCAA hopes still alive
as icers humble Cadets
By D*. GarfleM
Assistant Sporii Kditor

The Falcon leers are finding out that too much of a flood
thing can be beneficial
The nationally-ranked BG skaters kept their winning ways
intact and NCAA hopes alive with a pair of wins last
weekend over the Air Force Academy at the Ice Arena
Cruising to their third and fourth consecutive wins, the
Falcons closed out a successful home-season 116-2)
humbling the AFA Falcons. 5-3 Friday night and 7-2
Saturday afternoon
The name of the game was execution and the BG Falcons
were too dynamic for the Air Force Cadets to master The
BG icers dominated Air Force in almost every category and
manhandled them for wins number 22 and 23-the most ever
by a Bowling Green squad
Mofe important. BG kept its NCAA hopes alive with the
triumphs and protected its tenth-place national listing. The
Falcons could move higher this week
THE FRIDAY lid-lifter matched BG's
blue-line
bombers" of Bob Uobek. Doug Koss nad Steve Ball against a
well-disciplined Air Force attack led by one of the nation's
top scorers. Chuck Delicti Delich came into the BG series
with 38 goals and 26 assists for 64 points-second behind
Dobek in the national scoring race.
However AFA's top puckster was held scoreless in the
series-one key to the Cadet's double-disaster
Meanwhile. Uobek jumped on the scoring bandwagon with
a goal at 52 seconds Into the game, tying him with Mike
Bartley for the most points in BG hockey history-222 points
Three minutes later, "Doble" was on the assist end of a
Doug Ross goal giving him the all-time BG scoring honor
Although the reckless style of Air Force's play sometimes
kept the Falcons mixed-up on defense, BG never
relinquished their lead Air Force came close twice. 2-1 and
4-3, before freshman Mike Hartman iced the game with a
power-play goal at 17 25 of the third period
BG COACH Ron Mason said after Friday's contest that it
was hard for his team to play against the scrappy Cadets
"There seemed to be no pattern to the game," Mason
said "They're like Western Michigan-scrappy It's games
like this that we lose "
Saturday afternoon's matinee was the grande finale ol the
BG hockey home season, and it was filled with lots of extras
for the fans There were plenty of minor brawls, an
assortment of penalties and BG defenseman Roger Archer
was named player of the year las voted by the fansi In
addition, two irate coaches complained about the other
team
First-year AFA coach John Matchefts was irate over the
"good job" Bowling Green did on his top scorer, Delich The
Cadet mentor said after Saturdav's loss that BG's

The BG New

aggressiveness led to a poor performance by his ace skater.
"They worked him over pretty good after the puck was
dead." Matchefts said
Asked if the roughness of the game and the enormous
amount of penalties had anything to do with BG's
aggressiveness. Matchefts said. "That can be attributed to
intimidation
"THERE WAS TOO much slick using. That's not the type
of game that should be played The NCAA is going to step in.
and that's going to be the end of hockey (college level)." he
said angrily
BG coach Mason had some counter attacks.
"We're accused of being the aggressor, and I think it's the
other team." he said, perturbed over the lack of penalties
called on Air Force in the opening two periods They I Air
Force I think we're so dirty They hack and grab at us.
"I'm saying there were times when they (AFAI did some
things right in front of the officials, and they didn't call
anything. There was a time when Esper (Tom) was bringing
the puck up the ice and he was totally annihilated." Mason
said
But the )7 penalties. < 10 on the BG icers and seven called
against the Cadets) didn't interrupt the hometown scoring
momentum BG started out slow but surged ahead with two
goals in the second period and three more in the third.
BG'S JACK I-iint' and Dave Easton sent pucks past Air
Force goalie Al Morrison in the first period. Ball and
freshman Steve Murphy added second-period tallies and
Rich Nagai countered two in the third period to ice the game
for the Falcons.
The Air Force Falcons finished the season with a fine 24-5
1 mark while BG is 23-9-2 with the crucial Central Collegiate
Hockey Association (( (11A i tournament games in St. Louis
this weekend

By Mirk Glover
Sports Editor
When you're introduced to
Dave Easton. Bowling
(ireen hockey player, you
feel like laughing out loud
You see. it's hard to look

up to Easton He is 5-9. It's
hard to believe that this is
the same individual that
charges down the ice from
his center position and
barrels into gigantic
defensemen.
WITH HIS bright blond

Page!

Tankers defeat Toledo
TOLEDO-The Falcon
swimming team closed its
regular season by splitting
weekend action with Toledo
University (TU> and Ball
State University (BSUI
The Falcons dropped a 7241 contest to Ball State but
came back to trounce the
host Rockets. 100-12 The
results from the triangular
gave the tankers a 5-8 final
season record-their sixth
losing campaign in the last
seven years. A 7-5 mark in
1972-73 is the only year the
Falcons have been able to

THE CARDINALS won
the 400-yard medley relay
and the 400 freestyle relay,
the seventh time this season
the opposition has swept
both relay events
Ball st.it.- meeting BG for
the first time ever, also set
three Toledo Roosevelt Pool

playoffs. (Nowtphoto by Stovo Ancik)

Diminutive Easton packs a wallop

SPORTS

shake the regular season
losing drought.
The Falcons managed five
first place finishes against
Ball Slate, but once again,
the BG strengths in the distance freestyle and diving
events were not enough to
offset the opposition's sprint
and relay strong points

charge* down tho ko last wookond. Tho hustling icor and hit toammatot will
bo buty thit wook preparing for tho Control Collogioto Hockoy Attociahon

Freshman's weapons are strength, speed
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By Pete Eigleharl
staff Writer

Falcon ccntor Dav« Cotton (right) manouvom hSo puck during ono of hi*

Charge

records on their way to
upping its season mark to 93. Tim Shaw won the 50-freestyle in 229. Duane Dart
captured the 200 individual
medley in 4:35 5 and Barry
Weaver swam a 5:04.7 to
win the 500 freestyle
The Falcons also set two
pool records as NCAA-bound
Kurt Seibenick won the onemeter diving competition
with 260 points, and senior
co-captain Bill Bradburn
was victorious in the 200
backstroke with a 2 10 6.
Coach Tom Stubbs' squad
turned the tables around
against TV as they posted its
highest score ever. 100-12

The Rockets, now 0-12. are
suffering through their first
year as a varsity sport.
DESPITE THE tankers'
disappointing season. Stubbs
is optimistic about the
team's chances in the
upcoming Mid-American
Conference championships.
Thursday-Saturday at
Central Michigan University.
The training program
Stubbs uses is designed for
the league competition Last
year, the swimmers posted
14 of their best times of the
year while finishing sixth in
the league meet

hair and wisp of a mustache.
Easton looks more like a
matinee idol-the kind that
has to stand on the soap box
during the love scenes with
the taller woman
But the 20-year-old native
of Glen Morris. Ont has a
deceptive physical appearance Granted, he is only 5-9.
but he packs a solid 168
pounds into that frame The
freshman's strong upper
torso allows him to mix it up
with the bigger players
The freshman's most
potent weapon, however, is
his quick acceleration and
overall speed. He uses his
velocity to great advantage
during a charge down the
ice. A typical Easton play
occurred last Saturday when
BG was in the process of
hammering Air Force. 7-2.
at the Ice Arena
Air Force's Mark Kart.ink had tied the score at 11 at 5:03 of the first period
and Easton. who never likes
to be behind or tied with
anyone, took the puck and
gunned across center ice
toward the USAF goal
A QUICK cut to the right
side quickly eluded the Air
Force defenders and the
youngster set aim for Academy goalie Al Morrison
Easton bore down on the net
with substantial speed
before suddenly exploding
with a burst from his seemingly jet-powered skates
Almost at the same time

he accelerated, he fired a
lethal wrist shot Morrison
and most of the 2.351 fans in
attendance never saw the
shot
What most people saw was
the puck almost tearing the
net from the metal posts and
the flashing red light signifying a goal. It took Easton
just 29 seconds to put BG
back in the lead to stay
He talked about his style
of play after Saturday's
game
"I depend a lot on my
hustle, and I catch some
people by surprise 1 know."
he said, smiling "I can beat
people with my speed."
The Falcon center has
beaten the opposing goalies
to the tune of 15 goals and 26
assists this year. Those statistics are good for fifth on
the team scoring list. All
this from someone who has
three years of varsity play
remaining
EASTON SAID last week
end that he has overcome his
"freshman jitters" and
looks forward to competing
in the future at Bowling
Green
"I'm definitely more
relaxed." he said. "The first

year, you don't know if
you're going to make it. and
you want to do the best you
can.
"If you get that first year
under you. it really helps so
much. It also helps to play in
some other rinks and get to
know them
"Bowling Green is a good
place to play." he added "I
like it here. There are a
great bunch of guys, and the
crowd helps you out a lot
when you're out there "
Easton said his biggest
problem this season has
been adjusting to the faster
college game.
"You have to get used to
the quick game." he said
"The caliber of play is much
better, and you have to work

to keep up But. I think I
have been okay this year ''
NOT ONLY has Easton
been a prominent scoring
threat, he has used his
skating wizardry to kill
penalties for the Falcons.
The freshman said this work
has helped to diversify his
talents on the ice
Easton will be a key figure
in this weekend s Central
Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHAl playoffs in St
Louis. Mo. where the play is
always fast and furious
Regardless of what
happens in the tourney, the
BG hockey followers can
look forward to several
more years of Easton-a
solid performer in a small
frame

Ticket information
A student ID ticket exchange will continue today in the
Memorial Hall ticket office for Saturday night's basketball
game with Central Michigan.
Students holding basketball ID cards are guaranteed a.
game ticket providing they exchange by 5 p m today
Beginning tomorrow morning at 9. all unclaimed tickets
will be sold or exchanged on a first come-first served basis.
Tickets are priced at S2 for adult general admission and SI
for students. Reserved seat tickets are completely sold out
The Memorial Hall ticket office is open weekdays from 8
a.m.-noon and from 1-5 p.m.

hAetting qualifies for NCAA

Wrestlers finish last in MAC
By Jerry Masek
Assistant Sports Editor
KENT--The Bowling
Green wrestling machine,
which has sputtered and
stalled all season, came to a
complete halt last weekend
in the Mid-American Conference (MAC) mat championships in Kent's Memorial Gymnasium
The Falcon matmen
finished last in the two-day
outing, with senior Mike
Melting at 158 pounds scoring all of BG's 104 points
Ohio University won their
sixth straight title edging
Miami. 994 to964
METTING. A four-year
letterman. provided the
team's only spark, posting a
3-1 tourney mark en route to
bis third place finish.
Melting's showing qualifies him for the NCAA
national
championships.
March 12-15. at Princeton
University
The BG grappler. who
posted a 7-4-1 dual meet

mark, upset Northern Illinois' Bob Lawson on a referee's overtime decision in
their consolation match The
two matmen ended their
regular match in a 4-4 tie
In the second period of the
overtime match. Lawson
escaped. He was called for
stalling in the third period,
though, tying the match at 11.
WHEN AN overtime
match ends in a tie the
referee and mat judges
select the most aggressive
matman during the overtime period Melting's third
period
aggressiveness
coupled with the stalling
penalty against Lawson
were the deciding factors.
Melting won his opening
round match, upsetting
third-seeded Van Graham
115-3-21 of Ball State. 4-3 He
dropped his semi-final
match. 7-2. to second-seeded
Tim Shoemaker (8-1) of
Ohio University.
In the consolation bracket.
Melting stopped Kent
State's Scott Braun (0-2) by

a 3-1 count and advanced to
the Saturday afternoon
finals
Bowling Green's other
chances for high individual
finishers evaporated
quickly Junior Joe Kosch.
seeded fourth at 134 pounds,
dropped an opening-round
decision to Miami's Tom
Ulrich. S-3.
Ulrich then fell to topranked Pat Quinlan of Central Michigan, 13-7. eliminating Kosch from further
advancement
BG'S PAT Welfle. who
entered the tourney with an
outside shot at a high finish,
clashed with top-seeded
Doug Mosley of CMU in the
opening round. Mosley won.
6-2. but he was pinned in the
semi-finals by Miami's Ted
Smith in one of the tournament's most surprising
upsets
In other matches, Kevin
Dick at 118 pounds dropped
an 8-2 opening round match
to Bob Liptak of Kent Stale

Bill Fraxier. 126 pounds, lost
a pair of matches, falling to
NIU's Lonnie Parker. 7-4. in
the first round, and to OU's
Dave Hopkins. 94. in the
consolations
At 142 pounds. BG freshman Rick Kopf lost to Larry
Silvestri of EMU. 3-1 Silveslri placed fourth
At 150 pounds, senior Gale
Williams was injured in his
opening round match with
the eventual champion.
WMU's Gary Martin.
Williams defaulted that
match, and the injury kept
the grappler from even suiting up for his consolation
bout.
FALCON FRESHMAN
John Rafalowski at 167
pounds was immediately eliminated by Miami's James
Darwal. 13-8. in the opening
round BG's 177 pounder.
Dan Stokes, lost two
matches by a pin and a 2-0
score.
BG heavyweight Al Nozak
was pinned twice.

Toledo's Myron Shapiro,
who pinned Miami's Paul
Schonauer for the 118-pound
championship, was voted the
meet's outstanding wrestler.
The final team scores
were OU 994. Miami. 964.
Ball State 864. Central 804.
Toledo 57. Kent 50. NIU 41.
WMU Western 20, Eastern
11 and BG 104.

We're proud of you!
You take a real nice picture.
Good Luck in the soup line.
Alpha Sigma Phi

"Krach" 75?

What's what in
American Ban

Mom, Greg, Ray,
Body, Jackie, Boyer
Pumpkin Center, W. Virginia

